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Abstract
The overall purpose of this study is to assess the impact corruption on tax morale. The researcher used survey method for the study. Data for the survey study were collected from the target populations by means of self-administered questionnaire. From the populations, the sample was select by using stratified sampling to obtain a representative sample from taxpayers of business organization. An ordered probit model is employed to analyze the impact of corruption on tax morale. The results showed that tax morale (dependent variable) is correlated at -0.3093 with corruption at 5 percent significance level and there is a significant negative correlation between corruption and tax morale at a p value of 0.048. Citizens feel cheated if corruption is widespread, their tax burden is not spent well, and that they are not protected by the rules of law. Therefore, the government should work a lot to combat corruption and balance government service and the paid tax.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since nobody likes paying taxes even though everybody knows taxes are essential to the government, traditionally revenue authorities have been focusing on fear or enforcement as the motivation for compliance (Torgler and Schaltergger, 2007). This enforcement procedure affects taxpayers’ attitudes towards compliance in two ways. First, it determines the actual probability that a sanction will be imposed on evaders and, possibly, innocent taxpayers; and second, it may affect the degree of “hostility” in taxpayers’ perception of the system (Luigi Alberto Franzoni, 2008). On top of this, there is considerable evidence that enforcement efforts can increase tax compliance.
However, there must be other forces at work because observed compliance levels cannot be fully explained by the level of enforcement actions typical of most tax authorities (Cummings et al, 2006). Moreover, conducting a universal enforcement strategy is connected with high costs and cannot be achieved unless there is a tax administrator under every bed (Torgler and Schaltergger, 2007).

Enforcing a tax system is neither an easy nor a static task. It is especially difficult in the dynamic environments prevailing in developing countries. Unless this task is approached professionally and with consistency, even a well-designed tax system will fail to produce good results (Bird and Zolt, 2003). This is especially evident at local government level where tax collectors seldom use the available enforcement mechanisms provided by law, or where they do enforce inappropriate mechanisms are sometimes used. Empirical research has repeatedly demonstrated that compliance is not fully explained by the punishments imposed through tax rates, fines and others penalties or the probability of audits. This implies that tax enforcement is always imperfect.

Thus, the question arises whether there are alternative strategies that help to increase tax compliance. Many researchers have stressed that tax morale, seen as the individuals’ willingness to pay taxes or, the intrinsic motivation to pay taxes or an attitude towards paying tax, or in other words, the moral obligation to pay taxes or the belief in contributing to the society by paying taxes, is a key instrument that helps to explain tax compliance (Frey and Torgler, 2004). Further, Torgler (2001) stated that tax morale can help to explain the high degree of tax compliance. So that, when the tax morale is high, tax compliance will be relatively high too. Erard and Feinstein (1994) stress the relevance of integrating moral sentiments into the models to provide a reasonable explanation of actual compliance behavior.

As it affects tax compliance, it is important to identify factors that shape or affect tax morale. Tax morale has many features which are influenced by a variety of aspects. Various studies identified various factors that affect tax morale. One of the factors is corruption. Corruption generally undermines the tax morale of the citizens, because they get frustrated. Furthermore, there might be a crowding-out effect of morality among the tax administrators when there are a great number of corrupt colleagues. Taxpayers will feel cheated if they believe that corruption is widespread and their tax burden is not spent well. Corrupt bureaucracy will not award the services to the most
efficient producers, but to the producer who offers the larger bribes. Thus, corruption reduces the efficiency of allocation and produces delays in transactions to acquire additional payments (see, e.g., Rose-Ackerman, 1997; Jain, 2001).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Corruption considered one of the most challenging obstacles to economic development and growth. The World Bank estimates that over one trillion dollars are paid in bribes worldwide and that 25% of African states’ GDP is lost to corruption each year (World Bank Institute). Thus, the presence of corruption undermines tax morale of the citizens who become frustrated and undermines confidence in the tax system, affects willingness to pay taxes, and reduces a country’s capacity to finance government expenditures (Fjeldstad 2005).

Perceptions about high levels of corruption in government will likely impact on the perceptions of local taxpayers, government service delivery and possible foreign investment. Hence it impacts on tax compliance. Wang (2010) concludes that taxpayers’ confidence is largely dependent on the efficiency and efficacy of government services, i.e., whether the services provided are cost-efficient (i.e. perceived to represent “value for money”) and whether the revenue is appropriately spent in a transparent and accountable manner; and the perceived level of fraud and corruption in the government, and whether government is serious in combating fraud and corruption.

In countries where corruption is systemic and the government budget lacks transparency it cannot be assumed that the obligation of paying taxes is an accepted social norm. The consequences of corruption are obvious. It is a cancer that destroys the organization itself and undermines all other aspects of society. It erodes confidence in the tax system and encourages evasion. It increases the costs of doing business and distorts the level playing field that should be available. And to the extent that there is a political limit as to the amount of tax that people will bear in developing countries like Ethiopia, it reduces the amount of formal tax that can be collected. In Ethiopia, the corruption increased because of the lacking rule of law and accountability of the governance (Abed and Gupta, 2002).
3. Research Methods

3.1 Research objectives and Hypothesis

Before selecting the research method adopted it is important to see the objective and hypothesis of the research. The major objective of this thesis is to assess the impact corruption on tax morale over the case of selected business organization, in Addis Ababa City Administration.

**Ho: No statistically significant impact exists between corruption and tax morale.**

3.2 Research approaches

The inquiry paradigm used in research is generally influenced by a researcher’s ontological and epistemological beliefs. These beliefs represent how the researcher views and seeks to understand the world. The two extremely contradicting paradigms are post positivism and constructivism. Thus, post positivist researchers normally adopt quantitative methods and constructivist researchers adopt qualitative methods. The other paradigm is combination of post positivism and constructivism (that is mixed method). Thus the researcher use quantitative methods than qualitative methods. This is mainly due to the fact that, quantitative methods enable the researcher to use smaller groups of people to make inferences about larger groups that would be prohibitively expensive to study (Baartletttt, Kottrlliiikk, and Hiiggginss, 2001). Besides, quantitative methods has been selected because the methods are essential for analyzing relationship between variables systematically and help to analyze questions, which makes this method better than other methods to achieve the objective of the paper. Under quantitative method survey method was used.

3.3 Sample Design

Sampling frame is a complete list of the study population. For this study, the sampling frame was all business profit taxpayers in Addis Ababa City Administration. There are 409,077 business profit taxpayers in Addis Ababa City Administration as the information gathered from Ethiopian Revenue and Custom Authority in June 2013.
Another point in sample design is the sample size. Yaro Yamani formula is used in determining the population size.

According to Yamani, (1964) \[ n = \frac{N}{1 + Ne^2} \]

Where \( n \) = is the sample size

\( N \) = is the population

\( e \) = is the error limit (0.05 on the basis of 95% confidence level). Therefore, \( n = \frac{409,077}{1 + 409,077 (0.05)^2} \)

\[ n = \frac{409,077}{1023} \]

\[ n = 400 \]

The researchers added hundred (100) in to the sample size acquired by Yaro Yamani formula. Therefore a sample size of 500 was feasible from the 409,077 Addis Ababa City Administration business profit taxpayers. Stratified random sampling is applied to conduct this research work.

### 3.4 Unit of Analysis

Each business taxpayer was considered as an independent entity. Hence, the data collection was made at firm level. Therefore, enterprises were the unit of analysis for this study.

### 3.5 Sources of Data

Primary data collection is necessary when a researcher cannot find the data needed from secondary sources, especially when the researcher is interested in primary data about demographic/socioeconomic characteristics, attitude/opinion/interest, awareness/knowledge, intentions, motivation and behavior. The study adopted the primary sources of data collection by survey research design.

### 3.6 The Survey Instruments

Data for the survey study were collected from the target populations by means of self-administered questionnaire. Close ended questionnaires were used so that, the variables can be ranked to measure the degree of their agreement or the disagreement of the respondents with the variables can be elicited. In order to measure the items, the researcher was used a five point Likert type-scale. (i.e., “Strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree and strongly agree).
3.7 Validity and Reliability of Instrument

Table: 3.2 Reliability Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Cronbachs Alpha</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tax Morale</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>.828</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>.825</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Field results SPSS computation.

The Cronbach alpha coefficient of scale stipulated a standard of above 0.70 for reliability test. The reliability ratio for this work showed that all the research questions in the questionnaire hang together and have internal consistency in solving distress problems.

3.8 Method of data analysis

An ordered probit model is employed in this section to analyze the impact of corruption on tax morale. An ordered probit model is used to estimate relationships between an ordinal dependent variable and a set of independent variables. The models are very useful to analyze dependent variables of tax moral containing ordering information. The statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) and STATA were employed in the different analyses conducted.

Model

\[ y^*_i = \alpha_0 + \beta CO + \varepsilon \]

Where:

\[ y^*_i = \text{Tax Morale (TMOR)} \]

\[ CO = \text{Corruption} \]

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Correlations Analysis

Pearson’s Correlation analysis is used for data to see the relationship between variables such as between tax morale and Corruption

Table 4.1 Correlation Matrix of tax morale and explanatory variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TMORA</th>
<th>CO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMORA</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>-0.3093</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation matrix in Table 4.1 shows that tax morale (dependent variable) is correlated at -0.3093 with corruption at 5 percent significance level.

4.2 Regression Analysis

For the purpose of identifying the important variables impacting the dependent variable the researcher has used the regression analysis.

For the fact that scaled ranking information of the dependent variables, the researcher use ordered probit estimation. However, because in ordered probit the estimating equation has a nonlinear form, we can interpret directly only the sign of the estimated coefficients and not their size. The marginal effects need to be calculated explicitly they indicate the change in the dependent (or the probability) when the independent variable increases by one unit. In the results both the coefficients and marginal effects are presented.

Regression Model: Ordered Probit Model

\[ y_i^* = \alpha_0 CO + \varepsilon \]

In this model, the researcher obtains the following results (presented here exactly as in the STATA output): These results are presented in table one and table two. Five predict outcome come under table two. Table one is a coefficient from ordered probit and it is difficult to interpret. Table two gives the marginal effects on the probability of assenting and their standard errors for each coefficient.
### Table 4.2.1 Ordered Probit Model results

- **probit** TMORA CC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order (Iteration)</th>
<th>Log Likelihood</th>
<th>Coef.</th>
<th>Std. Err.</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>Prob &gt;</th>
<th>95% Conf. Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1364.3578</td>
<td>.925100</td>
<td>.06325100</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>.1657</td>
<td>-.2789, .4372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1364.3578</td>
<td>.925100</td>
<td>.06325100</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>.1657</td>
<td>-.2789, .4372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1364.3578</td>
<td>.925100</td>
<td>.06325100</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>.1657</td>
<td>-.2789, .4372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Dependent variable: tax morale on a five-point scale. In the reference group is (ATGL): attitude of taxpayers towards government and legal system. (Coeff): coefficient, (Std.Err): standard error, Significance levels: p < 0.05.
Table 4.2.2 Marginal Effects

```
 Marginal effects after oprobit
          y = Pr(TMORA==5) (predict, outcome(5))
          = .01299235

      |    dy/dx   Std. Err.   z    P>|z|    [    95% C.I.    ]      X
      |        [    95% C.I.    ]
  CO |  .0131051    .00434    3.02    0.003   .004609   .021602   2.618

 Marginal effects after oprobit
          y = Pr(TMORA==4) (predict, outcome(4))
          = .00995247

      |    dy/dx   Std. Err.   z    P>|z|    [    95% C.I.    ]      X
      |        [    95% C.I.    ]
  CO |  .0052912    .00249    2.12    0.034   .000402   .010181   2.618

 Marginal effects after oprobit
          y = Pr(TMORA==3) (predict, outcome(3))
          = .00418405

      |    dy/dx   Std. Err.   z    P>|z|    [    95% C.I.    ]      X
      |        [    95% C.I.    ]
  CO |  .0017606    .00128    1.38    0.170   -.000744   .004265   2.618

 Marginal effects after oprobit
          y = Pr(TMORA==2) (predict, outcome(2))
          = .00995247

      |    dy/dx   Std. Err.   z    P>|z|    [    95% C.I.    ]      X
      |        [    95% C.I.    ]
  CO |  .0052912    .00249    2.12    0.034   .000402   .010181   2.618

 Marginal effects after oprobit
          y = Pr(TMORA==1) (predict, outcome(1))
          = .00995247

      |    dy/dx   Std. Err.   z    P>|z|    [    95% C.I.    ]      X
      |        [    95% C.I.    ]
  CO |  .0131051    .00434    3.02    0.003   .004609   .021602   2.618
```

As shown in table 4.2.2, the results of the ordered probit model are presented. In this model, the coefficients, their standard errors, the z-statistic, associated p-values, and the 95% confidence interval of the coefficients are calculated. In this table the second column indicate coefficient for each independent variable. The coefficients cannot be directly interpreted since the model is non-linear. Yet the signs of each coefficient can be evaluated. In the third and
fourth columns, there are associated standard errors and z-statistics for each variable respectively. The statistical significances of the variables are determined by using the z-statistics. It needs the marginal effects to interpret the results of ordered probit effectively. The marginal effects show how the probabilities of each outcome change with respect to changes in regressors. It shows the change in probability when the predictor or independent variable increases by one unit. Therefore, the marginal effects are calculated in table 4.2.1 in different outcomes. Moreover, the prob > chi² are given at the upper section of the coefficient shows that the model is statistically significant since the probability value of chi-square is much less than 0.01.

The findings indicate that there is a significant negative correlation between corruption and tax morale. An increase in the corruption scale by one point decreases the share of subjects indicating the lowest tax morale by more than -0.0253779 percentage points. This result is consistent with Fjeldstad (2005) argument’ that the presence of corruption undermines tax morale of the citizens who become frustrated and undermines confidence in the tax system, affects willingness to pay taxes, and reduces a country’s capacity to finance government expenditures.

4.3 Hypotheses Testing

No statistically significant relationships exist between corruption and tax morale.

As can be seen from table 4.2.2 above, there is a significant relationship between corruption and tax morale at a p value of 0.048. By this result, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternate. In other words, we accept that there is a statically significant relationship between corruption and tax morale.

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

The findings show that there is a significant negative correlation between corruption and tax morale. The majority of the respondent believes that as most public officials are engage in corruption and bribe taking. Citizens feel cheated if corruption is widespread, their tax burden is not spent well, and that they are not protected by the rules of law. Therefore, the government should work a lot to combat corruption and balance government service and the paid tax. Taxpayers are more inclined to comply with the laws if the relation between the paid tax and the performed government services is found to be equitable.
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